MT 60 and MEP Shoring Towers

Heavy loads safely supported
MT 60 and MEP shoring tower systems

A tower of strength

Modular shoring towers improve the safety and flexibility of operations on site. The choice of system depends on the slab height and specific shoring function.

With its MT 60 and MEP shoring towers, MEVA offers efficient, intelligent support solutions that are fast and easy to deploy. With all unnecessary parts eliminated, the systems are built from only a few basic components and frame types, thereby streamlining the storage, handling and logistics operations while maximising safety and cost-effectiveness on site.
Simply smart

MT 60 – the system impresses by its built-in safety features and speed of assembly.
- Small number of parts
- Straightforward vertical or horizontal assembly without tools
- Max. weight approx. 15 kg per individual component

MEP – the modular shoring system
- Two prop types for shoring heights from 1.85 m to over 21 m
- Only few basic components – props, extensions and frames – are needed to guarantee high flexibility and adaptability in accommodating diverse layouts.

EuMax
- Comprehensive prop range for universal application, for extensions between 98 and 550 cm
- From production certified to DIN ISO 9001
- Type-tested safety
- Load capacity of 20 to 40 kN to DIN EN 1065 Class D and E
MT 60 shoring tower system

Built-in speed and safety

Only few standard parts for large tower heights.

With only three frame heights (100, 75 and 50 cm), together with foot and head spindles that are vertically adjustable up to 44 cm and 62 cm respectively, the system can be used for all tower heights up to 18.66 m (in line with type test).

MT 60 is easy to assemble, with no tools needed, and can be relocated as a complete tower unit by crane or on castors. Given that all components are hot-dip galvanised, it not only guarantees maximum safety at any height, but also enjoys a long service life, with a low maintenance and cleaning requirement.

Crane eyes integrated in every frame

Compatible with all MEVA slab systems

Compatible with MEP shoring tower

Built-in safety throughout assembly, operation and dismantling
Simply smart

➔ **A top performer**
- 60 kN load capacity per leg, for high loads and slab thicknesses up to 71 cm

➔ **Built-in safety solutions**
- Safety access ladder in each tower segment
- Fall protection on all sides of working platform
- Access hatch
- Self-locking connections even during assembly
- Tower planking automatically secured in frame

➔ **Intelligent MEVA product design**
- Straightforward vertical or horizontal assembly on ground – without tools, bolts or pins
- Easy to move as complete tower unit by crane or on castors – crane eyes integrated in every frame
- Only three frame types for all heights up to 18.66 m: 100, 75 and 50 cm
- Max. weight approx. 15 kg per individual component
MT 60 shoring tower system with MevaDec

System interface with slab

Full compatibility with MevaDec

The MT 60 shoring tower system ensures seamless co-ordination with the slab formwork. The 1.70 x 1.70 m footprint perfectly matches the MevaDec system with the drop-head-beam-panel and primary-and-secondary-beam methods.

The ladders and planking integrated in the tower frame provide safe access to the slab formwork.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MT 60</th>
<th>Width [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic frame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access frame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MEP shoring tower system

Maximum flexibility

MEVA quality in every detail

For all applications at height. Thanks to its modular design, the MEP system is flexibly adaptable to any building geometry without creating a “forest of props”. Only few basic components – props, extensions and frames – are needed to build a stable shoring tower. Allowing flexible vertical adjustment, the system offers the ideal means of supporting slab formwork, slab tables, beams and precast units for heights up to 21 m.
Simply smart

→ **A top performer**
- Versatile system for supporting slab formwork, slab tables, beams and precast units for heights up to 21 m

→ **Intelligent MEVA product design**
- Few basic components: props, extensions, frames, thereby streamlining storage and logistics
- Inner tube extension adjustable for each individual MEP prop
- MEP rapid frame connector makes safe connections visible at a glance
- Reinforcing frame fitted to MEP prop with rapid connector
- Adjustable cross-braces for all prop spacings from 90 to 300 cm
- MEP tube coupler for fixing at any position on profile
- Calotte support to offset sloping surfaces
- All platforms automatically secured in frames against disengagement
- Lift truck for movement of complete shoring units

→ **MEVA lowering system**
- The SAS quick-lowering system takes the load off the prop with a single hammer blow.
**MEP shoring tower with MevaDec**

**A strong team**

Safe access to slab formwork

The greater the clear height, the more cost-effective the deployment of shoring towers becomes. The two MEP props – which can be used independently or in conjunction with reinforcing frames as a shoring tower – provide a seamless interface with slab formwork.

The MEP frames 170 and 220 are perfectly co-ordinated with the MevaDec system sizes. For greater heights, ladders and tower planking facilitate safe access to the slab formwork, thereby allowing formwork assembly and stripping from below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame width [cm]</th>
<th>MEP props with SAS [cm]</th>
<th>MEP extensions [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strong and sturdy

EuMax props

Extensions between 98 cm and 550 cm

EuMax is the high-performance, all-round, all-purpose prop range. Provided with a high-grade galvanised finish, the robust props offer a combination of long service life, low maintenance and cleaning requirement, and type-tested safety, with production certified to DIN ISO 9001.

The permissible load capacity to DIN EN 1065 is 20 kN for Class D props at all extensions and 30 kN for Class E props.
The two prop classes (D and E) are easily distinguishable by their differently shaped end plates.

**Simply smart**

- Hand injury protection as internal tube still projects by 10 cm in retracted position
- Self-cleaning external thread
- Large range for fine adjustment
- Cast-iron setting ring (nut)
- Inner tube protected from sliding out
- Props to EN 1065
Pioneer and trendsetter

More with MEVA

Formwork. Simple. Smart.

A lot of things that are now considered to be standard in the formwork industry were developed by MEVA in Hailerbach. As a trendsetter for the entire industry, we work day in and day out with great élan to make formwork even safer, more efficient and easier to use for the end user. For us, the excellent quality of our products and technology is a matter of course.

We are independent, family-run and committed to the values of a medium-sized company in everything we do. That is why our customers may rightly expect not only technologically superior products but also comprehensive, personal commitment to projects all around the world.

Complex special formwork or economical standard formwork: Our experience and wide range of products make us a service partner with strong consulting skills, even for the sophisticated challenges construction professionals have to master nowadays.
Formwork.
Simple. Smart.
You can rely on us wherever you are.

With 40 offices on 5 continents, we are on the spot wherever you need us.